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Ezra Pound (1885-1912) scintillates as a major literary force in trend-setting modern poetry. Great 

stalwarts like T.S. Eliot, Wyndham Lewis, James Joyce and W.B. Yeats hail him as a ‘technical adviser’. 

Acclaimed as a champion of Chinese and Japanese poetry, Pound has published over seventy books and 

translated numerous Japanese plays and Chinese poetry that readily established him as heralding a modernist 

poetic technique. T.S. Eliot offers him great credit as a critic over poet. Indeed, to Pound, great literature is 

simply language charged with meaning to the utmost possible degree.  

Poetry, Pound points out, is decidedly not a mathematics but rather a sort of inspired mathematics. 

Pound lays greater emphasis on the technical aspect of literary criticism. On the basis of its language, he 

differentiates poetry into three coteries- meloboeia, phanopoeia and logopoeia. He then concludes that poetry 

must be read as music, and not as oratory. A five poem, to Pound, is a score of symphonies, an ‘absolute 

rhythm’, a most conscious art prune to be enriched with varieties of other literatures. G.S. Fraser, therefore, 

parallel Pound’s literary criticism with Picasso’s modern painting.  

Pound’s image making technique is an attempt which envisions a general idea that should be lively 

through a series of pictures. Ezra Pound has opened a new vista, triggered a diametrically different critical 

discernment of a radical bind and has finally shaped a sort of criticism setting up a landmark with a difference. 

With Pound, literary cannon turned to be of an academic kind. All the later critics of the so called ‘New 

Criticism’ owe much to Pound for sprouting new seeds of imagistic techniques, to his inventing of Chinese 

Poetry which T.S. Eliot deeply acknowledges, and to his translating Japanese plays, most relevant for modern 

literary criticism.  
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Pound opposes Robert Frost to whom poetry is what is lost in translation. To him, essential virtue of 

a poem could be preserved and enhanced by discussion, translation and musical assimilation. With Pound as 

with Eliot, the criticism and the poetry throw considerable light on each other; the criticism is often both 

practical and occasional. It has been said that the unit of criticism is the paragraph; in Pound’s case, the 

suggestion is more than usually persuasive. Ezra Pound’s criticism consisted in selection rather than in 

presentation of the opinion. In his ‘The Literary Essays’, there is a glimpse of Ezra Pound’s definition of 

criticism: 

Criticism is not a circumscription or a set of prohibitions. It provides fixed points of departure. It may 

startle a dull reader into alertness. That little of it which is good is mostly in stay phrases; or if it be an 

older artist helping a younger it is in great measure but rules of thumb, cautions gained by experience. 

(4) 

‘The Literary Essays’ is very well arranged in three sections, entitled, ‘The Art of Poetry’, The 

Tradition’ and ‘Contemporaries’. The first section is in the forms of general principles and then the 

examination, in historical order of individual talents. In the very first section, Pound enunciates the principles 

of the modern movement in poetry. It is a well-known fact that when Pound started his critical observations, 

he framed no rules and forged no new techniques to demonstrate his critical method; yet his critical writings 

are marked by a certain marked method which Pound adopted in judging a writer or expounding his own 

critical theories. It is due to this that an illuminating study has been made by Professor Ian F.A. Bell in his 

book on Ezra Pound entitled ‘Critic as Scientist’ where he has been described as a very great scientist so far 

as his critical technique is concerned.  

 While discussing Pound’s critical method one must always remember his weighty pronouncements on 

the subject in his critical writings and essays. Like T.S. Eliot, Pound’s criticism may also be described as 

workshop criticism because in him the poet and the critic grew in simultaneous growth. Ezra Pound’s critical 

method is summed up in two words- comparison and analysis. The fact is that comparison and analysis are 

the two tools in the hands of a critic which must be handled with care and control. From a close study of his 

critical writings, it becomes quite clear that Pound was skilled in the use of their tools. Comparison is his 

favorite method. This may be seen at work in any of his critical essays. For example, one may refer to his 

essay on T.S. Eliot which is a classic of literary criticism. It represents the triumph of Pound as a critic. In 
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order to illustrate this point, it is necessary to quote the following lines: “It is quite safe to compare Ms. Eliot’s 

work with anything written in French, English, or American since the death of Jule Laforgue. The reader will 

find nothing better, and he will be extremely fortunate if he finds much half as good”. (48) 

 Pound’s essay on ‘Remy De Gourmet’ and ‘Swinburne Versus his Biographies’ are fine examples of 

his method of comparison and analysis. The importance of Ezra Pound’s comparison and analysis is reinforced 

by his use of apt quotations. It is worth remembering that Pound’s quotations serve the purpose of illumination 

and render the work of critical analysis and elucidation. They are apt, excellent and thought provoking and 

show Pound’s critical insights. he has a singular style of his own which has a force, vividness and absorption. 

His style is lucid and lively. One of the most distinguishing features of his style is its humor and irony. Blend 

of apt phrases with thoughts is also an important aspect of Pound’s critical method.  
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